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UK Average DoseUK Average Dose

•• UK average UK average 
–– 90% Natural90% Natural
–– 10% Artificial10% Artificial

•• All ionizing All ionizing 
radiation is radiation is 
considered a considered a 
hazardhazard

•• We live in an environment where we are We live in an environment where we are 
continuously bombarded by ionizing radiationcontinuously bombarded by ionizing radiation

Ionizing RadiationIonizing Radiation
•• XX--rays passing through air cause;rays passing through air cause;
•• Excitation, Ionization & HeatingExcitation, Ionization & Heating

Photoelectric EffectPhotoelectric Effect
•• Electron produced can have sufficient energy to ionize Electron produced can have sufficient energy to ionize 

other atomsother atoms
•• Produces more electrons Produces more electrons –– Delta raysDelta rays
•• DeltaDelta--rays are responsible for great deal of ionizationrays are responsible for great deal of ionization --

--Secondary IonizationsSecondary Ionizations

Net EffectsNet Effects

1.1. Formation of electrical charge in airFormation of electrical charge in air

2.2. Air absorbs energy as electric charges are slowed down Air absorbs energy as electric charges are slowed down 
by collisions with air molecules. Causes more ionizationsby collisions with air molecules. Causes more ionizations

3.3. Heating via transfer of energy to air moleculesHeating via transfer of energy to air molecules

Traditional measure of exposure Traditional measure of exposure 
concerned only with 1. concerned only with 1. 

Measure of amount of ionization in airMeasure of amount of ionization in air

ExposureExposure

DefinitionDefinition

““Exposure at a particular point in a beam is Exposure at a particular point in a beam is 
the ratio Q/M. Where Q is the total the ratio Q/M. Where Q is the total 

electric charge (of one sign) produced in a electric charge (of one sign) produced in a 
small volume of air of mass Msmall volume of air of mass M””

••Units: C . KgUnits: C . Kg--11
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Exposure RateExposure Rate

•• Measure of the intensity of a beam of Measure of the intensity of a beam of 
given qualitygiven quality

•• Greater number of photons passing Greater number of photons passing 
through unit area the greater the amount through unit area the greater the amount 
of ionization of air per unit time of ionization of air per unit time 

•• Units:  C . KgUnits:  C . Kg--11 . s. s--11

Exposure in AirExposure in Air

•• Average atomic number of Air ~ 7.65Average atomic number of Air ~ 7.65

•• Average atomic number of Muscle ~ 7.42Average atomic number of Muscle ~ 7.42

•• Therefore have similar mass attenuation Therefore have similar mass attenuation 
coefficientscoefficients

I = II = Io o exp[exp[--((μμ//ρρ)x])x]
Mass attenuation coefficient  Mass attenuation coefficient  μμ//ρρ

Exposure in AirExposure in Air
•• Energy absorbed from XEnergy absorbed from X--ray beam by ray beam by 

given mass of air is similar to energy given mass of air is similar to energy 
absorbed in the same mass of muscleabsorbed in the same mass of muscle

•• Energy absorbed in air & muscle is Energy absorbed in air & muscle is 
therefore proportional to exposure therefore proportional to exposure 
measured in airmeasured in air

Air as a Medium in Air as a Medium in DosimetryDosimetry
•• Allows dose in tissue to be calculated from Allows dose in tissue to be calculated from 

knowledge of air exposureknowledge of air exposure

KKinetic inetic EEnergy nergy RReleased per unit eleased per unit MMass of ass of AAbsorberbsorber

Exposure & Air Exposure & Air KermaKerma

••Exposure has been replaced by absorbed Exposure has been replaced by absorbed 
dose in air or air dose in air or air kermakerma

••Main Reason:  Main Reason:  
–– Much easier to calculate the absorbed Much easier to calculate the absorbed 

dose in a structure from the air dose in a structure from the air kermakerma

Absorbed Dose & Air Absorbed Dose & Air KermaKerma

•• Quantity of Quantity of chargecharge produced in air is produced in air is 
NOTNOT the same as the the same as the energy energy actually actually 
absorbedabsorbed

•• The two quantities are proportional to The two quantities are proportional to 
each othereach other
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Absorbed DoseAbsorbed Dose

DefinitionDefinition

““Absorbed dose in a medium is the ratio Absorbed dose in a medium is the ratio 
E/M. Where E is the energy absorbed in E/M. Where E is the energy absorbed in 

a medium due to a beam of ionizing a medium due to a beam of ionizing 
radiation directed at a small mass M.radiation directed at a small mass M.””

Units: Gray Units: Gray 
1 Gray = 1 Joule per Kilogram1 Gray = 1 Joule per Kilogram

Exposure & Absorbed DoseExposure & Absorbed Dose
Note: Note: 

••Exposure is defined in terms of XExposure is defined in terms of X-- or or γγ--raysrays

••Absorbed dose is defined in terms of any Absorbed dose is defined in terms of any 
form of ionizing radiationform of ionizing radiation

Effects of Different MediaEffects of Different Media

•• DosemetersDosemeters & Dose Rate Meters& Dose Rate Meters

•• Calibrated to read absorbed dose in airCalibrated to read absorbed dose in air

•• I.e. Reading of 0.5 I.e. Reading of 0.5 mGymGy in air at a in air at a 
particular point in a Xparticular point in a X-- or or γγ--ray beamray beam
–– Not true that this is the dose absorbed in Not true that this is the dose absorbed in 

any other medium any other medium 

Effects of Different MediaEffects of Different Media

•• For two media to received the same dose, For two media to received the same dose, 
they must absorbed the same energy per they must absorbed the same energy per 
unit massunit mass

•• This is the same as saying the mass This is the same as saying the mass 
absorption coefficient (absorption coefficient (μμaa//ρρ) of the two ) of the two 
media must be equal media must be equal 

Effects of Different MediaEffects of Different Media
•• Air and a medium with a Air and a medium with a 

different absorption different absorption 
coefficient are irradiated with coefficient are irradiated with 
identical Xidentical X--ray beamsray beams

•• DDairair is the absorbed dose in air is the absorbed dose in air 
•• DDmm is the absorbed dose in is the absorbed dose in 

another medium. another medium. 
•• We can calculate the relative We can calculate the relative 

dosesdoses……

AirAir MediumMedium

Effects of Different MediaEffects of Different Media
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••If mass absorption coefficient of air & If mass absorption coefficient of air & 
medium are know for particular photon medium are know for particular photon 
energyenergy

••We can calculate the absorbed dose in We can calculate the absorbed dose in 
the medium the medium 
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Effects of Different MediaEffects of Different Media
••Mass absorption coefficients of air & bone Mass absorption coefficients of air & bone 
vary with photon energyvary with photon energy

Quality Factor & Dose EquivalentQuality Factor & Dose Equivalent
•• Biological effects do not depend solely on Biological effects do not depend solely on 

absorbed doseabsorbed dose

•• Type of radiation & absorbed dose rateType of radiation & absorbed dose rate

•• For instance:For instance:
–– αα--particles are known to cause 20 times more particles are known to cause 20 times more 

damage than the same dose of Xdamage than the same dose of X--raysrays

–– Also a dose received in one go will cause more Also a dose received in one go will cause more 
damage than the same dose received in several damage than the same dose received in several 
smaller dosessmaller doses

Quality Factor & Dose EquivalentQuality Factor & Dose Equivalent

•• Differences are due to different Differences are due to different 
densities of ionizations they produce in densities of ionizations they produce in 
the same samplethe same sample

•• Therefore absorbed dose is NOT an Therefore absorbed dose is NOT an 
accurate measure of the accurate measure of the biological biological 
effects effects of different types of radiation.of different types of radiation.

Quality Factor & Dose EquivalentQuality Factor & Dose Equivalent

•• Units used to measure overall biological Units used to measure overall biological 
effectiveness of different types of effectiveness of different types of 
radiation radiation 

•• Dose EquivalentDose Equivalent

•• Unit: Unit: sievertssieverts ((SvSv))

Quality Factor & Dose EquivalentQuality Factor & Dose Equivalent

•• Absorbed dose and dose equivalent are relatedAbsorbed dose and dose equivalent are related

N x (Gy) dose absorbed x Q  (Sv) equivalent dose =

•• Q Q –– quality factor quality factor 
(related to N(related to Noo of ionof ion--pairs produced per unit pairs produced per unit 
length)length)

•• N N –– other factors effecting biological other factors effecting biological 
effectiveness (dose rate)effectiveness (dose rate)

Quality Factor & Dose EquivalentQuality Factor & Dose Equivalent

•• Absorbed dose and dose equivalent are relatedAbsorbed dose and dose equivalent are related

2020Fission FragmentsFission Fragments
2020Recoil NucleiRecoil Nuclei

2020αα--particlesparticles
1010ProtonsProtons
1010Fast NeutronsFast Neutrons
2.32.3Thermal NeutronsThermal Neutrons
11Electrons or Electrons or ββ--particlesparticles
11XX-- & & γγ--raysrays

Quality FactorQuality FactorRadiationRadiation

N x (Gy) dose absorbed x Q  (Sv) equivalent dose =
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Quality Factor & Dose EquivalentQuality Factor & Dose Equivalent
•• Dose equivalent is too crude for use in radiobiologyDose equivalent is too crude for use in radiobiology

–– Considers only the average effects on a group of cellsConsiders only the average effects on a group of cells

•• For Radiobiology we may wish to look more For Radiobiology we may wish to look more 
precisely at the effects on individual cellsprecisely at the effects on individual cells

•• As with Q, this is compared usually compared with As with Q, this is compared usually compared with 
the same dose of Xthe same dose of X-- or or γγ--raysrays

•• Use Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)Use Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)
–– Compares the absorbed dose of different types of radiation Compares the absorbed dose of different types of radiation 

required to produce the same biological effectsrequired to produce the same biological effects

Effective DoseEffective Dose
•• Different tissues show different sensitivities to Different tissues show different sensitivities to 

radiationradiation

•• Tissue Weighting factor (WTissue Weighting factor (Wtt))

““Risk of stochastic event being induced in a Risk of stochastic event being induced in a 
particular tissue when singularly radiated, particular tissue when singularly radiated, 

compared to the risk of inducing effect if the compared to the risk of inducing effect if the 
same dose is received by whole bodysame dose is received by whole body””

•• Units: Units: sievertssieverts ((SvSv))
tWEquivalentDoseDoseEffective ×=

Tissue Weighting FactorTissue Weighting Factor

•• The sum of the The sum of the 
tissue weighting tissue weighting 
factors is unityfactors is unity

0.050.05LiverLiver
0.020.02Bone SurfacesBone Surfaces
0.010.01Skin Skin 

0.120.12Red Bone MarrowRed Bone Marrow

0.040.04Remaining TissuesRemaining Tissues

0.050.05Thyroid Thyroid 

0.120.12Stomach Stomach 

0.200.20Testes & OvariesTestes & Ovaries

0.050.05BreastsBreasts

0.050.05Oesophagus Oesophagus 
0.050.05BladderBladder

0.120.12LungLung
0.120.12ColonColon

Tissue weighting factorsTissue weighting factors

ExampleExample

0.050.05LiverLiver
0.020.02Bone SurfacesBone Surfaces
0.010.01Skin Skin 

0.120.12Red Bone MarrowRed Bone Marrow

0.040.04Remaining TissuesRemaining Tissues

0.050.05Thyroid Thyroid 

0.120.12Stomach Stomach 

0.200.20Testes & OvariesTestes & Ovaries

0.050.05BreastsBreasts

0.050.05Oesophagus Oesophagus 
0.050.05BladderBladder

0.120.12LungLung
0.120.12ColonColon

Tissue weighting factorsTissue weighting factors•• A radiograph is produced A radiograph is produced 
with the following dose with the following dose 
equivalents: equivalents: 
–– breasts 0.2 breasts 0.2 mSvmSv, , 
–– lung 0.4 lung 0.4 mSvmSv, , 
–– thyroid 0.06 thyroid 0.06 mSvmSv, , 
–– Bone surface  0.02 Bone surface  0.02 mSvmSv, , 
–– stomach 0.08 stomach 0.08 mSvmSv, , 
–– oesophagus 0.01 oesophagus 0.01 mSvmSv, , 
–– skin 0.2 skin 0.2 mSvmSv. . 

•• Calculate the effective dose Calculate the effective dose 
received by the patient. received by the patient. 

SummarySummary
Ionizing radiation doses in the UKIonizing radiation doses in the UK
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Dose EquivalentDose Equivalent
Effective DoseEffective Dose


